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Data Mining in Public and Private Sectors: Organizational and Government Applications (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2010

	Data mining has developed rapidly and has become very popular in the past two decades, but actually has
	its origin in the early stages of IT, then being mostly limited to one-dimensional searching in databases.
	The statistical basis of what is now also referred to as data mining has often been laid centuries ago. In
	corporate...


		

Handbook of Research on Text and Web Mining TechnologiesInformation Science Publishing, 2008

	The massive daily overflow of electronic data to information seekers creates the need for better ways to digest and organize this information to make it understandable and useful. Text mining, a variation of data mining, extracts desired information from large, unstructured text collections stored in electronic forms.


	The...


		

Web-based Education: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and ApplicationsInformation Science Publishing, 2010

	In an age where online universities and distance learning courses exist side by side with traditional
	classroom learning, the development, design, use and challenges of creating web-based learning systems
	that promote learning in students, whether over a distance or within a university proper, is increasingly
	complex and often...






		

Utilizing Information Technology Systems Across Disciplines: Advancements in the Application of Computer Science (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009


	In the information technology age coupled with computer advances, information systems have become an

	integral part of many disciplines; accordingly, business, marketing, medicine, communication, banking,

	geography, physics, chemistry, aviation, pilots, forensics, agriculture, and even traf.c lights have one

	thing in common called...

		

Systems Analysis and Design for Advanced Modeling Methods: Best Practices (Advances in Database Research)Information Science Publishing, 2009


	Systems analysis and design (SAND) is an evolving field that still represents the point where business and

	technology intersects. As discussed in (Bajaj, Batra, Hevner, Parsons, & Siau, 2005), SAND represents

	the core of management information systems (MIS) curricula but is underrepresented in the area of MIS

	research. The...

		

Intelligent Learning Infrastructure for Knowledge Intensive Organizations: A Semantic Web PerspectiveInformation Science Publishing, 2005


	In the knowledge society, the traditional facts of business life are volatile and

	not given. Every organization is challenged in this context, to enrich its sensors,

	and its internal processes toward the exploitation of tangible and intangible resources.




	During the last few years, an important shift in management...





		

Learning Management System Technologies and Software Solutions for Online Teaching: Tools and Applications (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2010

	With the rapid proliferation of distance learning, schools confront the difficult problem of choosing and managing an appropriate technological environment that fits their budget, technical resources, curriculum, pedagogy, and profile of the student body.


	Learning Management System Technologies and Software Solutions for Online...


		

Handbook of Research on Digital Media and Advertising: User Generated Content Consumption (1 volume)Information Science Publishing, 2010


	When first thinking of putting together a compilation of writings on a particular topic, those that have

	such a notion believe they will give meaning to a paradigm, influence a research area, or at a minimum

	shed light exploring a critical phenomenon. Ultimately, the editors and authors hope that the exchange

	for the reader - in...

		

Gaming for Classroom-Based Learning: Digital Role Playing as a Motivator of Study (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2010

	In order to effectively use games in the classroom, teachers and parents need to agree on games positive functions toward students learning, decide and select good educational games relevant to content and tasks in the classroom, and disseminate their acquired knowledge into the teaching field.


	As part of an international dialogue...






		

Selected Readings on Electronic Commerce Technologies: Contemporary Applications (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008

	Education and research in the field of electronic commerce technology can prove problematic without the proper resources and tools on the most relevant issues, trends, and advancements.


	Selected Readings on Electronic Commerce Technologies: Contemporary Applications supplements course instruction and student research with...


		

Handbook of Research on Information Security and AssuranceInformation Science Publishing, 2008

	While emerging information and internet ubiquitous technologies provide tremendous positive opportunities, there are still numerous vulnerabilities associated with technology. Attacks on computer systems are increasing in sophistication and potential devastation more than ever before. As such, organizations need to stay abreast of the latest...


		

Content and Workflow Management for Library Websites: Case StudiesInformation Science Publishing, 2004

	Using database-driven web pages or web content management (WCM) systems to manage increasingly diverse web content and to streamline workflows is a commonly practiced solution recognized in libraries to-day. However, limited library web content management models and funding constraints prevent many libraries from purchasing commercially...
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